Section S1. IL vaporisation mechanism
The kinetics of vaporisation will be affected by the IL vaporisation mechanism. However, long-lived ion pairs do not exist in the liquid phase for ILs.[1] Most computational studies of IL vaporisation have focused on the equilibrium composition, with only a few studies focusing on the vaporisation mechanism.[2-4] Kirchner and co-workers have proposed a mechanism for vaporisation where cations and anions diffuse separately as individual ions to the IL-gas surface. The ion pair is then formed at the IL-gas surface, and the ion pair vaporises, i.e. an ion diffuses to the IL-gas surface and then picks up a counterion (that has also diffused to the IL-gas surface) to form an ion pair and vaporise. Hessey [5] They concluded that this large positive value is indicative of a large increase in mobility on forming the vaporisation transition state, indicative of vaporisation of an ion pair from within the IL-gas surface, rather than on top of the IL-gas surface.
[5] ILs that are labelled as pure in the bulk (using techniques such as NMR spectroscopy) can show IL-gas surface contamination; [6] such contamination may have an effect on the vaporisation mechanism and therefore, the non-equilibrium energetics. For IL vaporisation under nonequilibrium conditions (followed by vapour phase IL ion pair cooling) a range of vapour phase neutral ion pair conformers have been shown to form. [7] Under equilibrium conditions it might be expected that the lowest energy conformer forms; however, for non-equilibrium conditions the presence of a range of conformers may affect the energetics of vaporisation.
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